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NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that contains two virtual
networks named VNet1 and VNet2. Virtual machines connect to the
virtual networks.
The virtual networks have the address spaces and the subnets
configured as shown in the following table.
You need to add the address space of 10.33.0.0/16 to VNet1. The
solution must ensure that the hosts on VNet1 and VNet2 can
communicate.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Remove peering between Vnet1 and VNet2.
You can't add address ranges to, or delete address ranges from
a virtual network's address space once a virtual network is
peered with another virtual network. To add or remove address
ranges, delete the peering, add or remove the address ranges,
then re-create the peering.
Step 2: Add the 10.44.0.0/16 address space to VNet1.
Step 3: Recreate peering between VNet1 and VNet2
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtualnetwork-manage-peering

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating a template thatistested to render a dynamic
list of 20 links to heterogenous flex asset types that share
the same flex attribute family. The list is generated by

creating a dynamic list through code by constraining it with
one or more keywords that are passed into the template using
cache parameters. The behavior of the potential list candidates
is as follows:
Individual list candidates are rarely updated, but new
candidates are published every business hour of the day.
The frequency of publishing is every 15 minutes and the site
has high traffic.
This template logic will be used on 25% of the other pages on
the website.
Which coding strategy would provide the most scalable solution,
given the above requirements?
A. Cache the entire template against the passed keywords. Your
code will query the database using any Sites API to return a
listobjectthat consiststwo columns: assettype and assetid.
Iterate over the listobject that consists of 20 asset
candidates, calling each using a RenderLink template whose
calltemplate style = embedded.
B. Leave the template uncached. Your code will query the
database using any Sites API to return a
listobjectthatconsiststwo columns: assettype and assetid.
Iterate over the listobject that consists of 20 asset
candidates, calling each using a RenderLink template whose
calltemplate style = pagelet.
C. Leave the template uncached. Your code will query the
database using any Sites API to return a listobjectthatconsists
two columns: assettype and assetid. Iterate over the listobject
that consists of 20 asset candidates, calling each using a
RenderLink template whose calltemplate style =embedded.
D. Leave the template uncached. Your code will query the
database using any Sites API to return a listobject that
consists two columns: assettype and assetid. Iterate over the
listobject that consists of 20 asset candidates, calling each
using a RenderLink template whose calltemplate style =element.
E. Cache the entire template against the passed keywords. Your
code will query the database using any Sites API to return a
listobject consisting two columns: assettype and assetid.
Iterate over the listobject that consists of 20 asset
candidates, calling each using a RenderLink template whose
calltemplate style = pagelet.
F. Cache the entire template against the passed keywords. Your
code will query the database using any Sites API to return a
listobjectthat consiststwo columns: assettype and assetid.
Iterate over the listobject that consists of 20 asset
candidates, calling each using a RenderLink template whose
calltemplate style =element.
Answer: A
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